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Death at the Day Lily Cafe Jun 26 2019 Rosalie Hart has finally opened
the café of her dreams. Decked out with ochre-tinted walls and stuffed
with delicious organic fare, the Day Lily Café is everything Rosalie could
have hoped for. But not five minutes into the grand opening, Doris Bird,
a dear and trusted friend, cashes in on a favor--to help clear her little
sister Lori of a first degree murder charge. With the help of her best
friend and head waiter Glenn, Rosalie is on the case. But it's not going to
be easy. Unlikable and provocative, murder victim Carl James Fiddler
seems to have insulted nearly everyone in town, and the suspect list
grows daily. And when Rosalie's daughter Annie gets caught in the
crossfire, the search for the killer becomes personal in this charming
cozy perfect for fans of Diane Mott Davidson and Joanne Fluke.
Where We Belong Jun 06 2020 Her carefully constructed life thrown into
turmoil by the appearance of an 18-year-old girl with ties to her past,
kite-runner-discussion-questions-and-answers

New York City television producer Marian Caldwell is swept up in a
maelstrom of personal discovery that changes both of their perceptions
about family. By the best-selling author of Baby Proof. 1,000,000 first
printing.
The Dutch House May 18 2021 Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize New York
Times Bestseller | A Read with Jenna Today Show Book Club Pick | A
New York Times Book Review Notable Book | TIME Magazine's 100
Must-Read Books of 2019 Named one of the Best Books of the Year by
NPR, The Washington Post; O: The Oprah Magazine, Real Simple, Good
Housekeeping, Vogue, Refinery29, and Buzzfeed Ann Patchett, the #1
New York Times bestselling author of Commonwealth, delivers her most
powerful novel to date: a richly moving story that explores the indelible
bond between two siblings, the house of their childhood, and a past that
will not let them go. The Dutch House is the story of a paradise lost, a
tour de force that digs deeply into questions of inheritance, love and
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forgiveness, of how we want to see ourselves and of who we really are. At
the end of the Second World War, Cyril Conroy combines luck and a
single canny investment to begin an enormous real estate empire,
propelling his family from poverty to enormous wealth. His first order of
business is to buy the Dutch House, a lavish estate in the suburbs outside
of Philadelphia. Meant as a surprise for his wife, the house sets in motion
the undoing of everyone he loves. The story is told by Cyril’s son Danny,
as he and his older sister, the brilliantly acerbic and self-assured Maeve,
are exiled from the house where they grew up by their stepmother. The
two wealthy siblings are thrown back into the poverty their parents had
escaped from and find that all they have to count on is one another. It is
this unshakeable bond between them that both saves their lives and
thwarts their futures. Set over the course of five decades, The Dutch
House is a dark fairy tale about two smart people who cannot overcome
their past. Despite every outward sign of success, Danny and Maeve are
only truly comfortable when they’re together. Throughout their lives they
return to the well-worn story of what they’ve lost with humor and rage.
But when at last they’re forced to confront the people who left them
behind, the relationship between an indulged brother and his everprotective sister is finally tested.
The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek Jun 18 2021 RECOMMENDED
BY DOLLY PARTON IN PEOPLE MAGAZINE! A NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER A USA TODAY BESTSELLER A LOS ANGELES TIMES
BESTSELLER A PBS BOOK PICK The bestselling historical fiction novel
from Kim Michele Richardson, this is a novel following Cussy Mary, a
packhorse librarian and her quest to bring books to the Appalachian
community she loves, perfect for readers of William Kent Kreuger and
Lisa Wingate. The perfect addition to your next book club! The
hardscrabble folks of Troublesome Creek have to scrap for
everything—everything except books, that is. Thanks to Roosevelt's
Kentucky Pack Horse Library Project, Troublesome's got its very own
traveling librarian, Cussy Mary Carter. Cussy's not only a book woman,
however, she's also the last of her kind, her skin a shade of blue unlike
most anyone else. Not everyone is keen on Cussy's family or the Library
kite-runner-discussion-questions-and-answers

Project, and a Blue is often blamed for any whiff of trouble. If Cussy
wants to bring the joy of books to the hill folks, she's going to have to
confront prejudice as old as the Appalachias and suspicion as deep as the
holler. Inspired by the true blue-skinned people of Kentucky and the
brave and dedicated Kentucky Pack Horse library service of the 1930s,
The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek is a story of raw courage, fierce
strength, and one woman's belief that books can carry us
anywhere—even back home. Look for The Book Woman's Daughter, the
next novel from Kim Michele Richardson coming in May 2022. Other
Bestselling Historical Fiction from Sourcebooks Landmark: The Mystery
of Mrs. Christie by Marie Benedict The Engineer's Wife by Tracey
Enerson Wood Sold on a Monday by Kristina McMorris
Someone Knows Oct 11 2020 Bestselling and award-winning author
Lisa Scottoline reaches new heights with this riveting novel about how a
single decision can undo a family, how our past can derail our present,
and how not guilty doesn't always mean innocent. Allie Garvey is heading
home to the funeral of a childhood friend. Allie is not only grief-stricken,
she's full of dread. Because going home means seeing the other two
people with whom she shares an unbearable secret. Twenty years earlier,
a horrific incident shattered the lives of five teenagers, including Allie.
Drinking and partying in the woods, they played a dangerous prank that
went tragically wrong, turning deadly. The teenagers kept what
happened a secret, believing that getting caught would be the worst
thing that could happen. But time has taught Allie otherwise. Not getting
caught was far worse. Allie has been haunted for two decades by what
she and the others did, and by the fact that she never told a soul. The
dark secret has eaten away at her, distancing her from everyone she
loves, including her husband. Because she wasn't punished by the law,
Allie has punished herself, and it's a life sentence. Now, Allie stands on
the precipice of losing everything. She's ready for a reckoning,
determined to learn how the prank went so horribly wrong. She digs to
unearth the truth, but reaches a shocking conclusion that she never saw
coming--and neither will the reader. A deeply emotional examination of
family, marriage, and the true nature of justice, Someone Knows is Lisa
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Scottoline's most powerful novel to date. Startling, page-turning, and
with an ending that's impossible to forget, this is a tour de force by a
beloved author at the top of her game.
Chasing Shadows Jul 20 2021 For fans of bestselling WWII fiction comes
a powerful novel from Lynn Austin about three women whose lives are
instantly changed when the Nazis invade the neutral Netherlands,
forcing each into a complicated dance of choice and consequence. Lena
is a wife and mother who farms alongside her husband in the tranquil
countryside. Her faith has always been her compass, but can she remain
steadfast when the questions grow increasingly complex and the answers
could mean the difference between life and death? Lenas daughter Ans
has recently moved to the bustling city of Leiden, filled with romantic
notions of a new job and a young Dutch police officer. But when she is
drawn into Resistance work, her idealism collides with the dangerous
reality that comes with fighting the enemy. Miriam is a young Jewish
violinist who immigrated for the safety she thought Holland would offer.
She finds love in her new country, but as her family settles in Leiden, the
events that follow will test them in ways she could never have imagined.
The Nazi invasion propels these women onto paths that cross in
unexpected, sometimes-heartbreaking ways. Yet the story that unfolds
illuminates the surprising endurance of the human spirit and the power
of faith and love to carry us through.
Akin Jan 02 2020 This "soul stirring" novel by the New York Times
bestselling author of Room (O Magazine) is one of the New York Post's
best books of the year. Noah Selvaggio is a retired chemistry professor
and widower living on the Upper West Side, but born in the South of
France. He is days away from his first visit back to Nice since he was a
child, bringing with him a handful of puzzling photos he's discovered
from his mother's wartime years. But he receives a call from social
services: Noah is the closest available relative of an eleven-year-old
great-nephew he's never met, who urgently needs someone to look after
him. Out of a feeling of obligation, Noah agrees to take Michael along on
his trip. Much has changed in this famously charming seaside mecca, still
haunted by memories of the Nazi occupation. The unlikely duo, suffering
kite-runner-discussion-questions-and-answers

from jet lag and culture shock, bicker about everything from steak frites
to screen time. But Noah gradually comes to appreciate the boy's
truculent wit, and Michael's ease with tech and sharp eye help Noah
unearth troubling details about their family's past. Both come to grasp
the risks people in all eras have run for their loved ones, and find they
are more akin than they knew. Written with all the tenderness and
psychological intensity that made Room an international bestseller, Akin
is a funny, heart-wrenching tale of an old man and a boy, born two
generations apart, who unpick their painful story and start to write a new
one together. "What begins as a larky story of unlikely male bonding
turns into an off-center but far richer novel about the unheralded,
imperfect heroism of two women." -- New York Times
How to Read Literature Like a Professor Nov 04 2022 The classic guide,
now available in a hardcover edition—a lively and entertaining
introduction to literature and literary basics, including symbols, themes
and contexts, that shows you how to make your everyday reading
experience more rewarding and enjoyable. While many books can be
enjoyed for their basic stories, there are often deeper literary meanings
interwoven in these texts. How to Read Literature Like a Professor helps
us to discover those hidden truths by looking at literature with the
eyes—and the literary codesof the ultimate professional reader, the
college professor. What does it mean when a literary hero is traveling
along a dusty road? When he hands a drink to his companion? When he's
drenched in a sudden rain shower? Ranging from major themes to
literary models, narrative devices and form, Thomas C. Foster provides
us with a broad overview of literature—a world where a road leads to a
quest, a shared meal may signify a communion, and rain, whether
cleansing or destructive, is never just a shower—and shows us how to
make our reading experience more enriching, satisfying, and fun. This
revised edition includes new chapters, a new preface and epilogue, and
incorporates updated teaching points that Foster has developed over the
past decade.
The Recipe Box Oct 23 2021 "Filled with cherished memories and
treasured recipes, The Recipe Box is a touching tribute to the women
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and food that unite us and connect our past to the present." —Richard
Paul Evans, #1 New York Times bestselling author "An easy, delightful
novel" –Good Housekeeping In The Recipe Box, bestselling beloved
author Viola Shipman spins a tale about a lost young woman and the
family recipe box that changes her life. Growing up in northern
Michigan, Samantha “Sam” Mullins felt trapped on her family’s orchard
and pie shop, so she left with dreams of making her own mark in the
world. But life as an overworked, undervalued sous chef at a reality
star’s New York bakery is not what Sam dreamed. When the chef
embarrasses Sam, she quits and returns home. Unemployed, single, and
defeated, she spends a summer working on her family’s orchard cooking
and baking alongside the women in her life—including her mother,
Deana, and grandmother, Willo. One beloved, flour-flecked, ink-smeared
recipe at a time, Sam begins to learn about and understand the women in
her life, her family’s history, and her passion for food through their
treasured recipe box. As Sam discovers what matters most she opens her
heart to a man she left behind, but who now might be the key to her
happiness.
Refuge Sep 02 2022 “An intensely readable novel of the complexity of
family ties . . . Dot Jackson is a true Southern voice, a master storyteller
and an Appalachian treasure” (Dori Sanders, author of Clover and Her
Own Place). Early one morning in 1929, Mary Seneca Steele
spontaneously packs a suitcase, gathers up her son and daughter, and
drives away in her abusive and dissolute husband’s brand-new Auburn
Phaeton automobile leaving her privileged life in Charleston behind. It is
the beginning of a journey of enlightenment that leads Mary “Sen” to the
mountains and mysteries of Appalachia where she will learn unexpected
family secrets, create a new life for herself and her children, and finally
experience love and happiness before tragedy will once again test her.
Written by Pulitzer Prize–nominated author, Dot Jackson has spun a story
that will captivate readers looking for an entertaining saga of selfdiscovery, family, love, loss, and redemption. “Refuge is a wonderful
story about the need to find one’s place in the world—and the price paid
to remain there. With her narrative gift and keen ear for Appalachian
kite-runner-discussion-questions-and-answers

speech, Dot Jackson gives her readers a beautifully rendered portrait of a
lost time and place.” —Ron Rash, author of Serena and The Cove
The Friend Apr 16 2021 WINNER OF THE 2018 NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD FOR FICTION SHORTLISTED FOR THE INTERNATIONAL
DUBLIN LITERARY AWARD NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "A
beautiful book … a world of insight into death, grief, art, and love."
—Wall Street Journal "A penetrating, moving meditation on loss, comfort,
memory...Nunez has a wry, withering wit." —NPR "Dry, allusive and
charming…the comedy here writes itself.” The New York Times A moving
story of love, friendship, grief, healing, and the magical bond between a
woman and her dog. When a woman unexpectedly loses her lifelong best
friend and mentor, she finds herself burdened with the unwanted dog he
has left behind. Her own battle against grief is intensified by the mute
suffering of the dog, a huge Great Dane traumatized by the inexplicable
disappearance of its master, and by the threat of eviction: dogs are
prohibited in her apartment building. While others worry that grief has
made her a victim of magical thinking, the woman refuses to be
separated from the dog except for brief periods of time. Isolated from the
rest of the world, increasingly obsessed with the dog's care, determined
to read its mind and fathom its heart, she comes dangerously close to
unraveling. But while troubles abound, rich and surprising rewards lie in
store for both of them. Elegiac and searching, The Friend is both a
meditation on loss and a celebration of human-canine devotion.
The Book of V. Sep 21 2021 A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB
PICK A BELLETRIST BOOK CLUB PICK For fans of The Hours and Fates
and Furies, a bold, kaleidoscopic novel intertwining the lives of three
women across three centuries as their stories of sex, power, and desire
finally converge in the present day. Lily is a mother and a daughter. And
a second wife. And a writer, maybe? Or she was going to be, before she
had children. Now, in her rented Brooklyn apartment she’s grappling
with her sexual and intellectual desires, while also trying to manage her
roles as a mother and a wife in 2016. Vivian Barr seems to be the perfect
political wife, dedicated to helping her charismatic and ambitious
husband find success in Watergate-era Washington D.C. But one night he
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demands a humiliating favor, and her refusal to obey changes the course
of her life—along with the lives of others. Esther is a fiercely
independent young woman in ancient Persia, where she and her uncle’s
tribe live a tenuous existence outside the palace walls. When an innocent
mistake results in devastating consequences for her people, she is
offered up as a sacrifice to please the King, in the hopes that she will
save them all. In Anna Solomon's The Book of V., these three characters'
riveting stories overlap and ultimately collide, illuminating how women’s
lives have and have not changed over thousands of years.
The End of the Day Aug 09 2020 Following his acclaimed New York
Times bestseller Did You Ever Have a Family, Bill Clegg returns with a
“delicate, deeply observed, and deftly crafted” (Nickolas Butler, author of
Shotgun Lovesongs) second novel about the complicated bonds and
breaking points of friendship, the corrosive forces of secrets, the
heartbeat of longing, and the redemption found in forgiveness. A retired
widow in rural Connecticut wakes to an unexpected visit from her
childhood best friend whom she hasn’t seen in forty-nine years. A man
arrives at a Pennsylvania hotel to introduce his estranged father to his
newborn daughter and finds him collapsed on the floor of the lobby. A
sixty-seven-year-old taxi driver in Kauai receives a phone call from the
mainland that jars her back to a traumatic past. These seemingly
disconnected lives come together as half-century-old secrets begin to
surface. It is in this moment that Bill Clegg reminds us how choices—to
connect, to betray, to protect—become our legacy. “Written in lyrical,
beautiful prose that makes even waking up seem like a poetic event”
(Good Morning America), this novel is a feat of storytelling, capturing
sixty years within the framework of one fateful day.
The Lincoln Highway Nov 11 2020 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
More than ONE MILLION copies sold A TODAY Show Read with Jenna
Book Club Pick A New York Times Notable Book, and Chosen by Oprah
Daily, Time, NPR, The Washington Post and Barack Obama as a Best
Book of the Year “Wise and wildly entertaining . . . permeated with light,
wit, youth.” —The New York Times Book Review “A classic that we will
read for years to come.” —Jenna Bush Hager, Read with Jenna book club
kite-runner-discussion-questions-and-answers

“A real joyride . . . elegantly constructed and compulsively readable.” –
NPR The bestselling author of A Gentleman in Moscow and Rules of
Civility and master of absorbing, sophisticated fiction returns with a
stylish and propulsive novel set in 1950s America In June, 1954,
eighteen-year-old Emmett Watson is driven home to Nebraska by the
warden of the juvenile work farm where he has just served fifteen
months for involuntary manslaughter. His mother long gone, his father
recently deceased, and the family farm foreclosed upon by the bank,
Emmett's intention is to pick up his eight-year-old brother, Billy, and
head to California where they can start their lives anew. But when the
warden drives away, Emmett discovers that two friends from the work
farm have hidden themselves in the trunk of the warden's car. Together,
they have hatched an altogether different plan for Emmett's future, one
that will take them all on a fateful journey in the opposite direction—to
the City of New York. Spanning just ten days and told from multiple
points of view, Towles's third novel will satisfy fans of his multi-layered
literary styling while providing them an array of new and richly imagined
settings, characters, and themes.
Big Friendship Mar 16 2021 A close friendship is one of the most
influential and important relationships a human life can contain. Anyone
will tell you that! But for all the rosy sentiments surrounding friendship,
most people don’t talk much about what it really takes to stay close for
the long haul. Now two friends, Aminatou Sow and Ann Friedman, tell
the story of their equally messy and life-affirming Big Friendship in this
honest and hilarious book that chronicles their first decade in one
another’s lives. As the hosts of the hit podcast Call Your Girlfriend,
they’ve become known for frank and intimate conversations. In this book,
they bring that energy to their own friendship—its joys and its pitfalls.
Aminatou and Ann define Big Friendship as a strong, significant bond
that transcends life phases, geographical locations, and emotional shifts.
And they should know: the two have had moments of charmed bliss and
deep frustration, of profound connection and gut-wrenching alienation.
They have weathered life-threatening health scares, getting fired from
their dream jobs, and one unfortunate Thanksgiving dinner eaten in a car
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in a parking lot in Rancho Cucamonga. Through interviews with friends
and experts, they have come to understand that their struggles are not
unique. And that the most important part of a Big Friendship is making
the decision to invest in one another again and again. An inspiring and
entertaining testament to the power of society’s most underappreciated
relationship, Big Friendship will invite you to think about how your own
bonds are formed, challenged, and preserved. It is a call to value your
friendships in all of their complexity. Actively choose them. And,
sometimes, fight for them.
Everything We Didn't Say Jan 14 2021 From the author of Little Broken
Things, a “race-to-the-finish family drama” (People) following a mother
who must confront the dark summer that changed her life forever in
order to reclaim the daughter she left behind. Juniper Baker had just
graduated from high school and was deep in the throes of a summer
romance when Cal and Beth Murphy, a childless couple who lived on a
neighboring farm, were brutally murdered. When her younger brother
became the prime suspect, June’s world collapsed and everything she
loved that summer fell away. She left, promising never to return to tiny
Jericho, Iowa. Until now. Officially, she’s back in town to help an ill
friend manage the local library. But really, she’s returned to repair her
relationship with her teenage daughter, who’s been raised by Juniper’s
mother and stepfather since birth—and to solve the infamous Murphy
murders once and for all. She knows the key to both lies in the darkest
secret of that long-ago summer night, one that’s haunted her for nearly
fifteen years. As history begins to repeat itself and a dogged local true
crime podcaster starts delving into the murders, the race to the truth
puts past and present on a dangerous collision course. Juniper lands back
in an all-too-familiar place with the answers to everything finally in her
sights, but this time it’s her daughter’s life that hangs in the balance.
Will revealing what really happened mean a fresh start? Or will the truth
destroy everything Juniper loves for a second time? Baart once again
brilliantly weaves mystery into family drama in this expertly-crafted
novel for fans of Lisa Jewell and Megan Miranda.
Mary Underwater Dec 25 2021 Now in paperback, inspired by Joan of
kite-runner-discussion-questions-and-answers

Arc, a girl builds a submarine and pilots it across the Chesapeake Bay to
escape her abusive father in this gorgeous middle-grade debut Mary
Murphy feels like she’s drowning. Her violent father is home from prison,
and the social worker is suspicious of her new bruises. An aunt she’s
never met keeps calling. And if she can’t get a good grade on her science
project, she’ll fail her favorite class. But Mary doesn’t want to be a victim
anymore. She has a plan: build a real submarine, like the model she’s
been making with Kip Dwyer, the secretly sweet class clown. Gaining
courage from her heroine, Joan of Arc, Mary vows to pilot a sub across
the Chesapeake Bay, risking her life in a modern crusade to save herself.
Mary Underwater is an empowering tale of persistence, heroism, and
hope from a luminous new voice in middle-grade fiction.
The Book That Matters Most: A Novel Aug 01 2022 An enthralling novel
about love, loss, secrets, friendship, and the healing power of literature,
by the bestselling author of The Knitting Circle. Ava’s twenty-five-year
marriage has fallen apart, and her two grown children are pursuing their
own lives outside of the country. Ava joins a book group, not only for her
love of reading but also out of sheer desperation for companionship. The
group’s goal throughout the year is for each member to present the book
that matters most to them. Ava rediscovers a mysterious book from her
childhood—one that helped her through the traumas of the untimely
deaths of her sister and mother. Alternating with Ava’s story is that of
her troubled daughter Maggie, who, living in Paris, descends into a
destructive relationship with an older man. Ava’s mission to find that
book and its enigmatic author takes her on a quest that unravels the
secrets of her past and offers her and Maggie the chance to remake their
lives.
The Break-Up Book Club Sep 09 2020 Named one of 2021’s Best
Beach Reads by Bustle ∙ Country Living ∙ Cosmopolitan ∙ Augusta
Chronicle ∙ E! Online ∙ PureWow ∙ SheReads ∙ and more! Breakups, like
book clubs, come in many shapes and sizes and can take us on
unexpected journeys as four women discover in this funny and
heartwarming exploration of friendship from the USA Today bestselling
author of Ten Beach Road and My Ex-Best Friend’s Wedding. On paper,
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Jazmine, Judith, Erin and Sara have little in common – they’re very
different people leading very different lives. And yet at book club
meetings in an historic carriage house turned bookstore, they bond over
a shared love of reading (and more than a little wine) as well as the
growing realization that their lives are not turning out like they
expected. Former tennis star Jazmine is a top sports agent balancing a
career and single motherhood. Judith is an empty nester questioning her
marriage and the supporting role she chose. Erin’s high school
sweetheart and fiancé develops a bad case of cold feet, and Sara’s
husband takes a job out of town saddling Sara with a difficult mother-inlaw who believes her son could have done better – not exactly the
roommate most women dream of. With the help of books, laughter, and
the joy of ever evolving friendships, Jazmine, Judith, Erin and Sara find
the courage to navigate new and surprising chapters of their lives as
they seek their own versions of happily-ever-after.
Flight of the Puffin Jan 26 2022 One small act of kindness ripples out to
connect four kids in this stirring novel by the author of the beloved The
Benefits of Being an Octopus. Libby comes from a long line of bullies.
She wants to be different, but sometimes that doesn’t work out. To
bolster herself, she makes a card with the message You are amazing.
That card sets off a chain reaction that ends up making a difference in
the lives of some kids who could also use a boost—be it from dealing with
bullies, unaccepting families, or the hole that grief leaves. Receiving an
encouraging message helps each kid summon up the thing they need
most, whether it’s bravery, empathy, or understanding. Because it helps
them realize they matter—and that they're not flying solo anymore.
VIP: I'm With the Band Jul 28 2019 Twelve-year-old Mackenzie "Mac"
Lowell's dreams have come true. Thanks to her mom scoring the coolest
job EVER, Mac is going from boy band fanatic to official tour member of
her favorite group, Perfect Storm. Good thing she's brought along her
journal so she can record every moment, every breath, and every one of
lead singer Zander Welling's killer smiles in written detail and
daydreamy doodles. But between a zillion tour stops and pranks gone
wrong, Zander and his fellow band members, Heath Holland and Kyle
kite-runner-discussion-questions-and-answers

Beyer, become more like brothers to Mac. When the boys' differences
start to drive them apart, can Perfect Storm's biggest fan remind them
why they'reperfect together? It'll be up to Mac--and her comic-book alter
ego, Mac Attack--to keep the band together and on the road to stardom
Chronicling her experiences on tour, Mac's journal springs to life with
black-and-white illustrations and comic-book panels throughout its
pages.
The Paris Library Oct 03 2022 Based on the true World War II story of
the American Library in Paris, an unforgettable novel about the power of
books and the bonds of friendship—and the ordinary heroes who can be
found in the most perilous times and the quietest places. Paris, 1939.
Young, ambitious, and tempestuous, Odile Souchet has it all: Paul, her
handsome police officer beau; Margaret, her best friend from England;
Remy, her twin brother who she adores; and a dream job at the American
Library in Paris, working alongside the library’s legendary director,
Dorothy Reeder. When World War II breaks out, Odile stands to lose
everything she holds dear—including her beloved library. After the Nazi
army marches into the City of Light and declares a war on words, Odile
and her fellow librarians join the Resistance with the best weapons they
have: books. Again and again, they risk their lives to help their fellow
Jewish readers, but by war’s end, Odile tastes the bitter sting of
unspeakable betrayal. Montana, 1983. Odile’s solitary existence in
gossipy small-town Montana is unexpectedly interrupted by her neighbor
Lily, a lonely teenager craving adventure. As Lily uncovers more about
Odile’s mysterious past, they find they share not only a love of language
but also the same lethal jealousy. Odile helps Lily navigate the troubled
waters of adolescence by always recommending the right book at the
right time, never suspecting that Lily will be the one to help her reckon
with her own terrible secret. Based on the true story of the American
Library in Paris, The Paris Library is a mesmerizing and captivating
novel about the people and the books that make us who we are, for good
and for bad, and the courage it takes to forgive.
The Address Feb 24 2022 From the New York Times bestselling author of
The Lions of Fifth Avenue comes the compelling national bestselling
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novel about the thin lines between love and loss, success and ruin,
passion and madness, all hidden behind the walls of The Dakota—New
York City’s most famous residence. When a chance encounter with
Theodore Camden, one of the architects of the grand New York
apartment house the Dakota, leads to a job offer for Sara Smythe, her
world is suddenly awash in possibility—no mean feat for a servant in
1884. The opportunity to move to America. The opportunity to be the
female manager of the Dakota. And the opportunity to see more of Theo,
who understands Sara like no one else...and is living in the Dakota with
his wife and three young children. One hundred years later, Bailey
Camden is desperate for new opportunities: Fresh out of rehab, the
former interior designer is homeless, jobless, and penniless. Bailey's
grandfather was the ward of famed architect Theodore Camden, yet
Bailey won't see a dime of the Camden family's substantial estate;
instead, her “cousin” Melinda—Camden's biological greatgranddaughter—will inherit almost everything. So when Melinda offers
to let Bailey oversee the renovation of her lavish Dakota apartment,
Bailey jumps at the chance, despite her dislike of Melinda's vision. The
renovation will take away all the character of the apartment Theodore
Camden himself lived in...and died in, after suffering multiple stab
wounds by a former Dakota employee who had previously spent seven
months in an insane asylum—a madwoman named Sara Smythe. A
century apart, Sara and Bailey are both tempted by and struggle against
the golden excess of their respective ages--for Sara, the opulence of a
world ruled by the Astors and Vanderbilts; for Bailey, the nightlife's freeflowing drinks and cocaine—and take refuge in the Upper West Side's
gilded fortress. But a building with a history as rich, and often as tragic,
as the Dakota's can't hold its secrets forever, and what Bailey discovers
inside could turn everything she thought she knew about Theodore
Camden—and the woman who killed him—on its head.
Hamnet May 30 2022 NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
WINNER • NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Of all the stories that
argue and speculate about Shakespeare’s life ... here is a novel ... so
gorgeously written that it transports you." —The Boston Globe England,
kite-runner-discussion-questions-and-answers

1580: The Black Death creeps across the land, an ever-present threat,
infecting the healthy, the sick, the old and the young alike. The end of
days is near, but life always goes on. A young Latin tutor—penniless and
bullied by a violent father—falls in love with an extraordinary, eccentric
young woman. Agnes is a wild creature who walks her family’s land with
a falcon on her glove and is known throughout the countryside for her
unusual gifts as a healer, understanding plants and potions better than
she does people. Once she settles with her husband on Henley Street in
Stratford-upon-Avon, she becomes a fiercely protective mother and a
steadfast, centrifugal force in the life of her young husband, whose
career on the London stage is just taking off when his beloved young son
succumbs to sudden fever. Don’t miss Maggie O’Farrell’s new novel, The
Marriage Portrait, coming in September!
One Two Three Aug 28 2019 Everyone knows everyone in the tiny town
of Bourne, but the Mitchell triplets are especially beloved. Mirabel is the
smartest person anyone knows, and no one doubts it just because she
can’t speak. Monday is the town’s purveyor of books now that the
library’s closed—tell her the book you think you want, and she’ll pull the
one you actually do from the microwave or her sock drawer. Mab’s job is
hardest of all: get good grades, get into college, get out of Bourne. For a
few weeks seventeen years ago, Bourne was national news when its
water turned green. The girls have come of age watching their mother’s
endless fight for justice. But just when it seems life might go on the same
forever, the first moving truck anyone’s seen in years pulls up and
unloads new residents and old secrets. Soon, the Mitchell sisters are
taking on a system stacked against them and uncovering mysteries
buried longer than they’ve been alive. Because it's hard to let go of the
past when the past won't let go of you. -- Amazon.com.
The Secrets Between Us Oct 30 2019 “A powerful, urgent novel that
wields issues of gender and class like a blade. . . . This intergenerational
novel asks hard questions about who we are, who we can become, and
what awaits on the other side of our becoming. Thrity Umrigar is known
as a bold and generous writer, and The Secrets Between Us only further
establishes her reputation.” — Wiley Cash, author of The Last Ballad
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Bhima, the unforgettable main character of Thrity Umrigar’s beloved
national bestseller The Space Between Us, returns in this triumphant
sequel—a poignant and compelling novel in which the former servant
struggles against the circumstances of class and misfortune to forge a
new path for herself and her granddaughter in modern India. Poor and
illiterate, Bhima had faithfully worked for the Dubash family, an uppermiddle-class Parsi household, for more than twenty years. Yet after
courageously speaking the truth about a heinous crime perpetrated
against her own family, the devoted servant was cruelly fired. The sting
of that dismissal was made more painful coming from Sera Dubash, the
temperamental employer who had long been Bhima’s only confidante. A
woman who has endured despair and loss with stoicism, Bhima must now
find some other way to support herself and her granddaughter, Maya.
Bhima’s fortunes take an unexpected turn when her path intersects with
Parvati, a bitter, taciturn older woman. The two acquaintances soon form
a tentative business partnership, selling fruits and vegetables at the local
market. As they work together, these two women seemingly bound by
fate grow closer, each confessing the truth about their lives and the
wounds that haunt them. Discovering her first true friend, Bhima pieces
together a new life, and together, the two women learn to stand on their
own. A dazzling story of gender, strength, friendship, and second
chances, The Secrets Between Us is a powerful and perceptive novel that
brilliantly evokes the complexities of life in modern India and the harsh
realities faced by women born without privilege as they struggle to
survive.
The Book Thief Jun 30 2022 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to feed the soul
even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It
is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has
never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a
foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager
existence for herself by stealing when she encounters something she
can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father,
kite-runner-discussion-questions-and-answers

she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during
bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In
superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author
Markus Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of the
most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be lifechanging.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf
with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T
MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE
BOOK THIEF.
The Island of Sea Women Dec 13 2020 THE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER “A mesmerizing new historical novel” (O, The Oprah
Magazine) from Lisa See, the bestselling author of The Tea Girl of
Hummingbird Lane, about female friendship and devastating family
secrets on a small Korean island. Mi-ja and Young-sook, two girls living
on the Korean island of Jeju, are best friends who come from very
different backgrounds. When they are old enough, they begin working in
the sea with their village’s all-female diving collective, led by Youngsook’s mother. As the girls take up their positions as baby divers, they
know they are beginning a life of excitement and responsibility—but also
danger. Despite their love for each other, Mi-ja and Young-sook find it
impossible to ignore their differences. The Island of Sea Women takes
place over many decades, beginning during a period of Japanese
colonialism in the 1930s and 1940s, followed by World War II, the
Korean War, through the era of cell phones and wet suits for the women
divers. Throughout this time, the residents of Jeju find themselves caught
between warring empires. Mi-ja is the daughter of a Japanese
collaborator. Young-sook was born into a long line of haenyeo and will
inherit her mother’s position leading the divers in their village. Little do
the two friends know that forces outside their control will push their
friendship to the breaking point. “This vivid…thoughtful and empathetic”
novel (The New York Times Book Review) illuminates a world turned
upside down, one where the women are in charge and the men take care
of the children. “A wonderful ode to a truly singular group of women”
(Publishers Weekly), The Island of Sea Women is a “beautiful
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story…about the endurance of friendship when it’s pushed to its limits,
and you…will love it” (Cosmopolitan).
Fault Lines Mar 28 2022 Approaching exhaustion after years of caring
for her family, Merrit Fowler joins her daughter and sister in California,
where an earthquake brings them closer together
Morningside Heights Aug 21 2021 A New York Times Book Review
Editors' Choice Book • When Ohio-born Pru Steiner arrives in New York
in 1976, she follows in a long tradition of young people determined to
take the city by storm. But when she falls in love with and marries
Spence Robin, her hotshot young Shakespeare professor, her life takes a
turn she couldn’t have anticipated. Thirty years later, something is
wrong with Spence. The Great Man can’t concentrate; he falls asleep
reading The New York Review of Books. With their daughter, Sarah,
away at medical school, Pru must struggle on her own to care for him.
One day, feeling especially isolated, Pru meets a man, and the possibility
of new romance blooms. Meanwhile, Spence’s estranged son from his
first marriage has come back into their lives. Arlo, a wealthy
entrepreneur who invests in biotech, may be his father’s last, best hope.
Morningside Heights is a sweeping and compassionate novel about a
marriage surviving hardship. It’s about the love between women and
men, and children and parents; about the things we give up in the face of
adversity; and about how to survive when life turns out differently from
what we thought we signed up for.
Relationship-Rich Education Apr 28 2022 Ultimately, the book is an
invitation—and a challenge—for faculty, administrators, and student life
staff to move relationships from the periphery to the center of
undergraduate education.
Educated Apr 04 2020 #1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL,
AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER • One of the most acclaimed books
of our time: an unforgettable memoir about a young woman who, kept
out of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to earn a PhD
from Cambridge University “Extraordinary . . . an act of courage and
self-invention.”—The New York Times NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW •
kite-runner-discussion-questions-and-answers

ONE OF PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE
YEAR • BILL GATES’S HOLIDAY READING LIST • FINALIST: National
Book Critics Circle’s Award In Autobiography and John Leonard Prize
For Best First Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award • Los Angeles Times
Book Prize Born to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara Westover
was seventeen the first time she set foot in a classroom. Her family was
so isolated from mainstream society that there was no one to ensure the
children received an education, and no one to intervene when one of
Tara’s older brothers became violent. When another brother got himself
into college, Tara decided to try a new kind of life. Her quest for
knowledge transformed her, taking her over oceans and across
continents, to Harvard and to Cambridge University. Only then would
she wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there was still a way home.
“Beautiful and propulsive . . . Despite the singularity of [Westover’s]
childhood, the questions her book poses are universal: How much of
ourselves should we give to those we love? And how much must we
betray them to grow up?”—Vogue NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine • Time
• NPR • Good Morning America • San Francisco Chronicle • The
Guardian • The Economist • Financial Times • Newsday • New York Post
• theSkimm • Refinery29 • Bloomberg • Self • Real Simple • Town &
Country • Bustle • Paste • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal •
LibraryReads • Book Riot • Pamela Paul, KQED • New York Public
Library
Chances Are Nov 23 2021 One beautiful September day, three sixty-sixyear old men convene on Martha's Vineyard, friends ever since meeting
in college in the sixties. They couldn't have been more different then, or
even today - Lincoln's a commercial real estate broker, Teddy a tinypress publisher, and Mickey a musician beyond his rockin' age. But each
man holds his own secrets, in addition to the monumental mystery that
none of them has ever stopped puzzling over since a Memorial Day
weekend right here on the Vineyard in 1971. Now, forty-four years later,
as this new weekend unfolds, three lives and that of a significant other
are displayed in their entirety while the distant past confounds the
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present like a relentless squall of surprise and discovery. Shot through
with Russo's trademark comedy and humanity, Chances Are ... also
introduces a new level of suspense and menace that will quicken the
reader's heartbeat throughout this absorbing saga of how friendship's
bonds are every bit as constricting and rewarding as those of family or
any other community. For both longtime fans and lucky newcomers,
Chances Are ... is a stunning demonstration of a highly acclaimed author
deepening and expanding his remarkable achievement.
Surviving Savannah Feb 01 2020 "An atmospheric, compelling story of
survival, tragedy, the enduring power of myth and memory, and the
moments that change one's life." --Kristin Hannah, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Four Winds "[An] enthralling and emotional
tale...A story about strength and fate."--Woman's World “An epic novel
that explores the metal of human spirit in crisis. It is an expertly told,
fascinating story that runs fathoms deep on multiple levels.”—New York
Journal of Books It was called "The Titanic of the South." The luxury
steamship sank in 1838 with Savannah's elite on board; through time,
their fates were forgotten--until the wreck was found, and now their
story is finally being told in this breathtaking novel from the New York
Times bestselling author of Becoming Mrs. Lewis. When Savannah
history professor Everly Winthrop is asked to guest-curate a new
museum collection focusing on artifacts recovered from the steamship
Pulaski, she's shocked. The ship sank after a boiler explosion in 1838,
and the wreckage was just discovered, 180 years later. Everly can't resist
the opportunity to try to solve some of the mysteries and myths
surrounding the devastating night of its sinking. Everly's research leads
her to the astounding history of a family of eleven who boarded the
Pulaski together, and the extraordinary stories of two women from this
family: a known survivor, Augusta Longstreet, and her niece, Lilly
Forsyth, who was never found, along with her child. These aristocratic
women were part of Savannah's society, but when the ship exploded,
each was faced with difficult and heartbreaking decisions. This is a
moving and powerful exploration of what women will do to endure in the
face of tragedy, the role fate plays, and the myriad ways we survive the
kite-runner-discussion-questions-and-answers

surviving.
Growing Up Global Mar 04 2020 In today’s increasingly interconnected
world, how do we prepare our children to succeed and to become happy,
informed global citizens? A mother of three, Homa Sabet Tavangar has
spent her career helping governments develop globally oriented
programs and advising businesses on how to thrive abroad. In Growing
Up Global, Tavangar shares with all of us her “parenting toolbox” to help
give our children a vital global perspective. Whether you’re mastering a
greeting in ten different languages, throwing an internationally themed
birthday party, or celebrating a newfound holiday, Growing Up Global
provides parents and children with a rich, exciting background for
exploring and connecting with far-flung nations they may have only
heard about on television. Inside you’ll discover • fun activities, games,
and suggestions for movies, music, books, magazines, service activities,
and websites for expanding your family’s worldview • simple
explanations that will help your children grasp the diversity of world
faiths • creative ways to gain geography literacy • handy lists of
celebrations and customs that offer a fascinating look at how people from
different cultures around the world live everyday life Growing Up Global
is a book that parents, grandparents, and teachers can turn to again and
again for inspiration and motivation as they strive to open the minds of
children everywhere.
This Is Where I Leave You Dec 01 2019 Judd Foxman is thrown
together with his dysfunctional family when his father dies, while at the
same time coping with his wife's infidelity and the end of his marriage.
The Overstory: A Novel Jul 08 2020 Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in
Fiction Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize New York Times Bestseller
A New York Times Notable Book and a Washington Post, Time, Oprah
Magazine, Newsweek, Chicago Tribune, and Kirkus Reviews Best Book of
2018 "The best novel ever written about trees, and really just one of the
best novels, period." —Ann Patchett The Overstory, winner of the 2019
Pulitzer Prize in Fiction, is a sweeping, impassioned work of activism and
resistance that is also a stunning evocation of—and paean to—the natural
world. From the roots to the crown and back to the seeds, Richard
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Powers’s twelfth novel unfolds in concentric rings of interlocking fables
that range from antebellum New York to the late twentieth-century
Timber Wars of the Pacific Northwest and beyond. There is a world
alongside ours—vast, slow, interconnected, resourceful, magnificently
inventive, and almost invisible to us. This is the story of a handful of
people who learn how to see that world and who are drawn up into its
unfolding catastrophe.
Class Act Sep 29 2019 New York Times bestselling author Jerry Craft
returns with a companion book to New Kid, winner of the 2020 Newbery
Medal, the Coretta Scott King Author Award, and the Kirkus Prize. This
time, it’s Jordan’s friend Drew who takes center stage in another laughout-loud funny, powerful, and important story about being one of the few
kids of color in a prestigious private school. Eighth grader Drew Ellis is
no stranger to the saying “You have to work twice as hard to be just as
good.” His grandmother has reminded him his entire life. But what if he
works ten times as hard and still isn’t afforded the same opportunities
that his privileged classmates at the Riverdale Academy Day School take
for granted? To make matters worse, Drew begins to feel as if his good
friend Liam might be one of those privileged kids. He wants to pretend
like everything is fine, but it's hard not to withdraw, and even their
mutual friend Jordan doesn't know how to keep the group together. As
the pressures mount, will Drew find a way to bridge the divide so he and
his friends can truly accept each other? And most important, will he
finally be able to accept himself? New Kid, the first graphic novel to win
the Newbery Medal, is now joined by Jerry Craft's powerful Class Act.
Send for Me Feb 12 2021 A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK • NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An achingly beautiful work of historical
fiction that moves between Germany on the eve of World War II and
present-day Wisconsin, unspooling a thread of love, longing, and the
powerful bonds of family. • A TODAY SHOW #ReadWithJenna BOOK
CLUB PICK! Based on the author’s own family letters, Send for Me tells
the story of Annelise, a young woman in prewar Germany. Growing up
working at her parents’ popular bakery, she's always imagined a future
full of delicious possibilities. Despite rumors that anti-Jewish sentiment is
kite-runner-discussion-questions-and-answers

on the rise, Annelise and her parents can’t quite believe that it will affect
them; they’re hardly religious. But as she falls in love, marries, and gives
birth to her daughter, the dangers grow closer. Soon Annelise and her
husband are given the chance to leave for America, but they must go
without her parents, whose future and safety are uncertain. Two
generations later in a small Midwestern city, Annelise’s granddaughter,
Clare, is a young woman newly in love. But when she stumbles upon a
trove of the letters her great-grandmother wrote from Germany after
Annelise's departure, she sees the history of her family’s sacrifices in a
new light, leading her to question whether she can still honor the past
while planning for her future.
It's Always the Husband May 06 2020 "If you loved Liane Moriarty’s Big
Little Lies, put this thriller on the top of your list...you won’t be sure
“whodunit” until the very (shocking) end.” —Today *Named one of "50
Best Books for the Beach" by Coastal Living *Named one of "7 Books You
Won't Be Able to Put Down This Month" by InStyle *Named one of "6
Books to Cure Your Little Big Lies Withdrawal" by Elle.com *Named one
of "20 Must-Read Books for Spring 2017" by Redbook *Named one of "8
Thrillers You Will Devour This Summer" by BuzzFeed Kate, Aubrey, and
Jenny first met as college roommates and soon became inseparable,
despite being as different as three women can be. Kate was beautiful,
wild, wealthy, and damaged. Aubrey, on financial aid, came from a
broken home, and wanted more than anything to distance herself from
her past. And Jenny was a striver—brilliant, ambitious, and determined to
succeed. As an unlikely friendship formed, the three of them swore they
would always be there for each other. But twenty years later, one of
them is standing at the edge of a bridge, and someone is urging her to
jump. How did it come to this? Kate married the gorgeous party boy,
Aubrey married up, and Jenny married the boy next door. But how can
these three women love and hate each other? Can feelings this strong
lead to murder? When one of them dies under mysterious circumstances,
will everyone assume, as is often the case, that it’s always the husband?
A suspenseful, absorbing novel that examines the complexities of
friendship, It’s Always the Husband will keep readers guessing right up
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to its shocking conclusion. Praise for It's Always the Husband: “A pageturning whodunnit that will speak to anyone who’s ever had a frenemy.”
–Ruth Ware, bestselling author of The Woman in Cabin Ten "This book is
perfect for fans of Liane Moriarty's Big Little Lies." –Redbook Magazine
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"Fans of Ruth Ware and Gillian Flynn meet your next obsession."
—BuzzFeed "In the tradition of Big Little Lies comes the excellently titled
It's Always the Husband, a thriller about three friends–frenemies,
really–who met as college roommates." –New York Post
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